proburn

Cable burn-in

“T
 he conditioned set sounded
like they’d grown more bass,
the soundstage increased
in width and the treble
seemed more alive ”
Hi-Fi+

High-quality audio cables improve over time when
used in your hi-fi system. A hard, closed-in sound
with a distinct lack of bass are qualities most
noted when a cable is new; a cable that has been
professionally ‘burned-in’ using Proburn will sound
more open, extended and three-dimensional, with
a more natural, less sterile performance overall.
KEY FEATURES
• Generates specific ultra-low and ultra-high
frequencies to optimise cable performance
• Produces 10,000 times the upper frequency
limit of a typical CD player
• Dramatically reduces the burn-in time required
by new cables to within 48 hours
• More effective at optimising cable performance
than music signals alone
• Keeps cables performing at their best – condition
them for a period of 24 hours, every six to eight weeks,
to nullify any negative charges and static problems

clean-IT

Professional electrical
contact cleaning fluid
In high-end audio, it is vital to maintain the
integrity of the signal by making the best
possible connection between components.
By simply removing oxidation and
contaminants from cable connectors, sonic
performance is significantly improved.
KEY FEATURES
• Cleans all contaminants between sockets and
connectors used in your audio system
• Safe to use on all metal surfaces

“ An inexpensive tweak that does
just what it claims to, cleaning
up the sound by a small but
significant amount... We also
did some measurements
which suggested contact
resistance was halved ”
Hi-Fi Choice

• Stabilizes similar and dissimilar metals to guarantee
best possible contact and signal transfer
• Applicator brush, and cleaning cloth supplied
• Reduces contact resistance by half, independently
tested by Hi-Fi Choice
Critical acclaim for Clean-IT

spike shoe

Resonance suppresser supports
for speakers and speaker stands

“ The sound showed noticeable
improvements in both the tonal
depth of all instruments, and in
the focus of the soundstage... An
effective, value-for-money product
that displays considerable thought
and attention to its quality ”
Hi-Fi World

Blue Horizon’s Ultimate Spike Shoes are
designed to sit beneath spikes of floorstanding
speakers, speaker stands or other cones.
They serve a dual purpose, they protect
flooring and enhance sound quality by
suppressing resonance that leads to sonically
damaging microphony in audio components.
The aluminium outer casing is filled with
a unique proprietary mix of materials at
opposite ends of the elasticity spectrum.
The differing resonant frequencies of
these ensure that resonance is cancelled
equally across the audio band.
KEY FEATURES
• Silver finished metal outer casing
• Reinforced metal plate allows spike loading
of up to 100kg
• E
 xtremely dense material which is a proprietary
mixture of materials at opposite ends of the
elasticity spectrum damps resonance equally
across the audio band

promat

High performance record mat

“The Blue Horizon Mat brought
order to the sonic chaos. Bass
not only had structure for the first
time but also a measure of breadth
and depth... Vocals were far
more engaging... Midrange duties
revealed a greater sense of detail
and a less flustered quality ”
Hi-Fi Choice Magazine

The blue horizon record mat keeps firm hold
of every record played, whilst suppressing
the resonance generated during playback.
It’s dual-layer design makes it easy to adapt
to different record thicknesses without needing
to alter tonearm height (VTA). The result is
the perfect coupling between record and
platter – an utterly silent foundation, ensuring
every drop of musical detail within the
groove is delivered with unfettered clarity.
The Blue Horizon Record Mat delivers
clear audible improvements - the sound
gains greater resolution and focus, with
enhanced detail and improved bass definition;
music sounds more real, more vital.
KEY FEATURES
• Unique composite in India Rubber, cork and
leather holds firmly whilst suppressing resonance
generated during playback
• Dual-layer design makes it easy to adapt to different
record thicknesses without needing to adjust VTA

prolevel

Turn table bubble-level
If a turntable is to perform at its best, it is vital
that the platter is absolutely level. A number of
bubble-level devices are available to assist with
turntable leveling, but none deliver the unerring
accuracy of the Blue Horizon Prolevel.

“A well thought out and
finished precision leveling
tool that does exactly what
it says on the box ”
Hi-Fi World

Most bubble-level devices simply rest on
the platter, acting like a regular spirit level.
To ensure maximum precision, Prolevel
slips over the spindle and, uniquely, grips
it via a clamping mechanism using springloaded plungers situated within the main
aluminium housing.
KEY FEATURES
• Unique system for precision levelling
of turntables
• Most accurate system available using the spindle’s
vertical axis
• Weighs 120g, the weight of most LPs
• Works on all turntables
• Precision tool

probrush

Anti-static record brush
Probursh is both simple to use and highly
effective at removing surface dust from records
before playing. This improves and enhances
your listening experience as well as preserving
the life of not only your record collection but
your phono cartridge too.
Using Probrush prior to vinyl replay also
eliminates static build-up which can create
pops can crackles. With over two million
anti-static carbon fibre bristles Probrush is an
essential tool for all turntable users.
KEY FEATURES
• Cleans deep into the grooves of vinyl records
• Integral stand with built-in dust removal mechanism
• Protects your turntable’s stylus
• Preserves the life of vinyl records
• Simple and effective to use

profono

High quality analogue
phono amplifier

“D
 iscrete high quality
phono pre amplifier giving
enhanced performance
for analogue replay ”

Profono is a discrete high quality analogue
turntable cartridge amplifier which is installed
before your pre-amp or integrated if you do
not have a built in phono stage, or if the phono
stage is of low quality. For improved sound,
dynamics and a greater detailed performance
connect your tone arm cable directly to
Profono, and then connect to the auxiliary of
your pre-amp or integrated amp using RCA
inter connecting cables.
KEY FEATURES
• Fully adjustable/customised cartridge loading system
• Moving coil low, high settings and moving magnet
• Multi functional earth connection point
• Solid RFI resistant case, 170 x 80 x 50mm (L x W x H)
• Optional high quality power supply for upgrading later

sanctum

Resonance control platform

“ ...music appears to flow more
effortlessly, silences during
momentary pauses sound
more natural and realistic ”
Hi-Fi Choice

“ Performance gains are very high
compared to the moderate price ”
i-fidelity

Blue Horizon’s Sanctum isolation platform
is designed to sit beneath sensitive audio
electronics, preventing unwanted resonance
and sonically damaging microphone from
limiting the performance of equipment.
Manufactured from precision CNC machined
high density fibreboard. Four recesses feature
a complex isolation foot made from a dense
chaotic compound of cork, rubber and leather,
whose construction and ‘viscous-elastic’
polymer break up resonance frequencies across
a large frequency range.
KEY FEATURES
• Lowers distortion across the audio spectrum
• Improves detail, clarity and tonal neutrality
• Improves bass definition
• Delivers wide open and deep soundstages
• Enables more expressive dynamic contrast and shading
to be revealed
• Lowers distortion across the audio spectrum

Creators of exceptional audio accessories, inspired by
our commitment to maximise your musical enjoyment –
today, tomorrow and in the future.
www.bluehorizonideas.com
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